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Abstract

Proactive traffic management is increasingly critical in maritime intelligent transportation systems. Central to this is maritime traffic forecasting, which leverages specific structures and properties of the problem. This study focuses on the traffic dynamics within convergent areas of inland waterways and proposes a method based on data mining followed by prediction using Automatic Identification System (AIS) data. This approach addresses uncertainties in ship voyage destinations and optimizes predictions for temporary stops in inland waterways. AIS data is processed to depict complete ship motion trajectories, grouping them into trajectory sets based on shared origin, destination, and route. These groups help represent maritime traffic patterns using the entrance and exit points of channels and the boundaries of the study area. Additionally, a stop detection model is applied to these trajectories to identify nodes within maritime traffic networks. A decision tree algorithm is then employed to train a classifier for predicting traffic patterns. The method was validated in the convergent area of the Yangtze River and the Hanjiang River, demonstrating effective pattern extraction from inland maritime traffic and high accuracy in predicting single ship trajectories, achieving a 96.7% accuracy rate and 80.9% precision. The findings suggest that the proposed method (1) effectively extracts and predicts traffic patterns, (2) identifies congestion in convergent waters, and (3) supports traffic management strategies.

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth in maritime transportation demand, the number and diversity of ships have increased significantly, making maritime traffic more complex and increasing the associated risks (Li et al., 2023; Zhang et al., 2022a; Chen et al., 2024). Ship traffic safety management is a critical concern in maritime activities, particularly in restricted waterways and busy waters where accidents can result in substantial direct and indirect human and property losses (Zhang et al., 2023a; Cheng et al., 2024). In response to complex traffic conditions and significant safety challenges, intelligent maritime equipment and systems, such as Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) and Geographical Information Systems (GIS), have been employed to enhance maritime traffic monitoring (Xin et al., 2023; Liang et al., 2021, 2024). While these systems effectively monitor and regulate maritime traffic behaviors, yielding significant benefits, they predominantly depend on human decision-making and judgment. Consequently, they often lack advanced intelligence and automation for risk warnings, which hampers their ability to provide timely and accurate alerts.

Due to safety and efficiency concerns, ships in inland waterways typically adhere to designated navigational waterways, constrained by maritime regulations and traffic separation schemes. These spatial patterns reflect ship routes shaped by factors such as water activities, traffic planning, ship maneuvering, and hydrological characteristics (Rong et al., 2022). At intersections within inland waterways, ships often experience queuing, leading to significant time and space resource wastage. These intersections are conflict hotspots, primarily due to the frequent crossing and converging of vessels, which can lead to ship conflicts (Cheng et al., 2023), as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Furthermore, collision risks increase when ships deviate from and attempt to return to their routes, particularly during traffic congestion. This may necessitate actions such as slowing down, altering course, or temporary docking to...
avoid collisions, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). Consequently, effective ship dispatching and intelligent traffic control at these critical points are both necessary and urgent.

Ship trajectories, influenced by hydrological, meteorological, and navigational maneuvers, encapsulate the behavior and routes of ships during voyages (Zhang et al., 2021a). As maritime traffic increases, many trajectories within the same traffic environment exhibit similar characteristics such as route, speed, and course. These patterns provide insights into broader traffic conditions, including scenarios of ships entering or leaving ports. In traffic research, maritime traffic patterns are derived from data mining techniques like ship trajectory clustering, allowing the aggregated historical trajectory clusters to represent specific traffic patterns. These clusters not only encapsulate past ship behavior but also guide future navigation, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

Therefore, by identifying historical traffic patterns and predicting future ship behavior based on these patterns and the latest traffic data, maritime supervisory authorities can effectively perceive, analyze, and manage traffic scenarios, and prepare dispatching strategies. This forms the technical foundation for collaborative ship control and intelligent dispatching, which is crucial for efficient maritime traffic management. The widespread implementation of AIS supports this goal by enhancing traffic data availability and accuracy (Zhang et al., 2021b; Liu et al., 2022).

With the vast amount of AIS data available, new opportunities arise for maritime traffic research, which can be enriched by integrating other maritime sources like radar and video (Guo et al., 2023; Lu et al., 2022; Li et al., 2024; Liu et al., 2021). Various technologies—including computer vision, statistical analysis, and machine learning—are employed to analyze AIS data, enabling researchers to reconstruct historical ship behaviors and assess regional traffic conditions (Rong et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2023a,b,c). However, due to the complexity of ship behaviors and route distributions, extracting and modeling maritime traffic pattern networks from extensive AIS data remains a significant challenge (Zhao and Shi, 2019). Addressing these complexities, this paper introduces a method that combines data mining and prediction to identify and categorize traffic patterns within inland waterways, uncover hotspot areas for stops, visualize maritime traffic with Origin-Destination (OD) graphs, and predict the traffic pattern of individual ships using a decision tree model. The main contributions of this study are as follows:

- A method for traffic management in inland waterways based on AIS data within “data processing and trajectory reconstruction-traffic pattern extraction-feature mining-traffic pattern prediction” is proposed, which provide a framework reference for inland maritime traffic situation awareness and prediction research.
- The method for extracting traffic patterns and maritime network nodes takes into account the dynamic traffic conditions. Unlike conventional trajectory clustering, this method uses the trends of the channels and the origin and destination of ship voyages to determine patterns, thereby reducing the computational burden associated with measuring trajectory similarity. Furthermore, the trajectories of ships that have made temporary stops are also recognized as indicative of traffic patterns. This understanding aids in labeling comprehensive traffic patterns for subsequent prediction tasks, addressing uncertainties in ship voyage destinations and temporary stops within proactive traffic management.
- A decision tree model is employed for predicting traffic patterns, chosen for its high interpretability as a machine learning classification method. The classifier inputs include both static traffic features (such as the origin area and stopping behavior) and dynamic traffic features (such as speed and course). This selection considers the differential traffic flow characteristics of various traffic patterns, effectively reflecting the specific traffic conditions of interest.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the related research of maritime traffic pattern extraction and ship behavior prediction is reviewed; in Section 3, the method of data mining and traffic pattern prediction are introduced, which includes three parts: data processing, data mining, and traffic pattern prediction; in Section 4, the results of the experiment that uses historical AIS data to prove the effectiveness of the method are presented; in Section 5, the supplementary experimental part is discussed; Section 6, the conclusions are drawn, and the future work is described.

2. Literature review

Maritime traffic pattern extraction refers to the use of AIS and other data sources to mine representative and regular maritime traffic behaviors and navigation routes from massive ship trajectories to facilitate applications such as maritime supervision (Xiao et al., 2023), route planning (Liu et al., 2024a,b,c), and position prediction (Zhang et al., 2022b; Liang et al., 2022). Generally, when the ship voyage origin and destination are determined and connected by specific routes, a type of traffic pattern can be determined accordingly (Zhang et al., 2023b; Fuentes, 2021; Li et al., 2023; Ma et al., 2024). There are three main methods for pattern extraction: (1) grid-based methods, (2) vector-based

![Fig. 1. Ship behavior inference and traffic conflict scenarios in inland waterway.](image-url)
Methods, and (3) statistics-based methods (Xiao et al., 2020). The grid-based method is mainly suitable for fractional traffic areas. Each grid is accompanied by basic attribute statistics, such as traffic density, route and speed, and the construction of a grid database can reduce the size of the data and facilitate efficient maritime knowledge retrieval (Xiao et al., 2017; Vettor and Guedes Soares, 2015; Zhu, 2011; Liu et al., 2024a,b,c). Vector-based technology can compactly represent traffic patterns, usually connected by extracted nodes and lanes, but simplified route modeling may lose necessary information (Murray and Perera, 2022; Yan et al., 2020a; Huang et al., 2023; Dobrkovic et al., 2018). Statistical techniques can only provide basic traffic statistics, with the aim of revealing the distribution profile of traffic attributes (Han and Yang, 2020; Lee and Cho, 2022; Ristic et al., 2008). For instance, it describes the distribution characteristics of ship traffic, and captured traffic hotspots (Silveira et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2016). These studies have great significance in determining important traffic parameter values or thresholds (Yang et al., 2018).

Ship voyages typically adhere to established waterway patterns, resulting in predictable ship motion patterns within specific areas over long periods. Consequently, ships follow traffic patterns that are extracted from historical trajectories, making these patterns significantly influential for guiding future navigation. The ability to mine the distinct traffic flow characteristics of different patterns and to classify ships according to the features of their current trajectories is crucial. The importance of this approach is highlighted in several key aspects (Arguedas et al., 2017):

- Maritime traffic patterns are the regular and representative expressions of ship behavior. Mining traffic patterns is to analyze the traffic characteristics and operational conditions, for the supplement to the regional maritime knowledge base (Liu et al., 2023b; Ma et al., 2024).
- Maritime traffic patterns provide prediction targets for ship behavior prediction. Ship behavior prediction often involves classification algorithms, which generally require labeled data (Duan et al., 2022). Therefore, the extracted traffic patterns provide the labeled categories and the expected results of classification.
- Maritime traffic patterns mining, and prediction provides support for maritime traffic management and ship dispatching and control. After classifying ships into specific patterns, it provides specific management objectives and the expected effects for maritime management departments. For example, it helps to perceive the sailing intentions and sailing obstacles in advance, to optimize the sailing routes and speeds of ships, etc.

Maritime traffic pattern prediction is a key research area in maritime studies. The ability to anticipate ship behavior and navigation status is crucial for evolving maritime supervision from passive to active (Xiao et al., 2023). Both machine learning and deep learning have become dominating technologies for predicting ship behaviors. Prominent machine learning techniques include Support Vector Machines (SVM), Gaussian Process Regression (GPR), Random Forests (RF), and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Qi and Zheng (2016) trained an SVM classifier using grouped trajectory data to predict new trajectories based on the central trajectory of each group. Chen et al. (2021) enhanced this approach with the Dimension Learning Grey Wolf Optimizer and Support Vector Regression for better trajectory prediction. Liu et al. (2019) combined the Adaptive Chaotic Differential Evolution algorithm with SVR for similar purposes. SVM is effective with small datasets and avoids overfitting but struggles with large datasets. Rong et al. (2019) introduced a GPR model to predict ship motion in lateral and longitudinal components, and later (Rong et al., 2022), they developed a joint MLR and GPR model to predict ship destinations and behavior probabilities. GPR works well for short-term predictions but is less efficient with extensive data. Zhang et al. (2020) used a Random Forest model to predict ship destinations by comparing trajectories, while Abebe et al. (2020) employed the same model to predict ship speeds. However, Random Forest can be overfit in data-rich, noisy environments. Volkova et al. (2021) utilized ANN for trajectory predictions, though this method requires extensive parameter tuning and faces challenges in gradient management and computational demand.

With technological advancements, deep learning has gained prominence, particularly methods like LSTM, Seq2seq, and GRU (Gao et al., 2023; Park et al., 2021; Capobianco et al., 2021). These models, capable of handling complex data scenarios, require large datasets and careful parameter tuning but offer superior performance over traditional machine learning (Zhang et al., 2024; Liu et al., 2024a,b,c). The interpretability of these models, however, remains a challenge, necessitating a balance between efficiency and clarity in model behavior.

Current research often assumes that a ship present state continues into the near future, a premise not always valid in maritime operations where immediate changes are frequent. By utilizing historical data, predictions about future maritime traffic patterns can be improved, thereby enhancing the accuracy and utility of predictive models. This paper focuses on leveraging historical trajectories for predicting future maritime traffic patterns, highlighting the importance of model transparency and interpretability in enhancing prediction accuracy.

The simultaneous consideration of ship destination uncertainty and the unpredictability of temporary berthing during navigation is rare, especially in convergent areas of inland waterways where traffic congestion and spatial-temporal resource waste are significant concerns. Timely and strategic resource allocation and scheduling are crucial to pre-emptively addressing these issues and minimizing traffic conflicts, which are key to intelligent maritime traffic management. Addressing these gaps, this paper introduces a method that applies data mining followed by prediction to analyze traffic patterns in inland waters, uniquely accounting for both the uncertainties of ship destination and temporary berthing behaviors during navigation. The paper also extend our research to include a prediction experiment that examines the impact of ship sailing time on the accuracy of traffic pattern prediction. Our approach begins by mining regional traffic characteristics, which are then fed into a prediction model that integrates distinct traffic features and stop detection results, considering the historical maritime network traits of the area concerned. The proposed machine learning prediction model is not only highly interpretable and precise but also yields results and processes that are easily adaptable and user-friendly for maritime regulators. This study enriches the knowledge base of regional transportation and supports proactive management strategies.

3. Methods

The data mining-then-predict method for maritime traffic management in inland waterways is illustrated in Fig. 2. This method is divided into three stages, each briefly described below and detailed further in Sections 3.1 to 3.3.

- Step (I): Data processing: AIS data undergo several processing steps, including data cleaning, matching static and dynamic data, and trajectory reconstruction. The processed AIS data are used to extract traffic characteristics, reflect the historical motion features of ships, and provide support for feature mining in subsequent sections.
- Step (II): Data mining: for various traffic groups: Traffic groups are delineated based on the origin and destination zones to represent distinct traffic patterns. The process begins by detecting and matching the start and end points of historical ship trajectories with predefined origin and destination zones, leveraging prior knowledge. If multiple historical trajectories share the same pair of origin and destination zones, they are classified into the same traffic group. Additionally, the detection of temporary stops in ship trajectories helps to identify a range of stop patterns, further enriching the understanding of maritime traffic networks.
AIS data is categorized into two primary types: ship static data and ship dynamic data (Liu et al., 2022). Static data encompasses details like ship length, width, and type, while dynamic data records variables such as timestamp, longitude, latitude, speed, and course. Initially, the integration of static traffic features, such as origin and area, and stop behavior, with dynamic features like speed and heading, these selected features are crucial as they exhibit distinct differences that are essential for effective feature mining and accurately reflect the unique traffic flow characteristics of the targeted area. The prediction process tackles uncertainties related to the ship’s sailing destination and potential temporary stops. It begins by labeling previously extracted traffic patterns, creating a feature dataset, and training a decision tree classifier on this dataset. The classifier is then applied to new trajectories, assigning each to a specific traffic pattern based on the learned distinctions. Additionally, a supplementary experiment assesses the impact of the duration a ship spends navigating the waters on the accuracy of predictions. This experiment involves decision tree models trained on datasets with varying trajectory lengths to evaluate how time influences prediction outcomes.

3.1. AIS data and data processing

AIS data is categorized into two primary types: ship static data and ship dynamic data (Liu et al., 2022). Static data encompasses details like ship length, width, and type, while dynamic data records variables such as timestamp, longitude, latitude, speed, and course. Initially, the integration of static traffic features, such as origin and area, is achieved by utilizing the Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) to match related records (Liu et al., 2024). Subsequently, the AIS data is transformed into ship trajectories, each representing a series of time-sequenced data points enriched with multidimensional information, as \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \). Each data point \( p_i \) consists of traffic information characteristics as Eq. (1).

\[
p_i = \{\text{MMSI}, \text{Timestamp}, \text{Lon}, \text{Lat}, \text{Sog}, \text{Cog}, \text{L}, \text{W}, \text{Type}\}
\]  

where \( p_i \) is the trajectory point, MMSI is the unique identifier of the ship, Timestamp is the AIS timestamp, Lon, Lat, Sog, Cog, L, W, Type are the ship longitude, latitude, speed, course, ship length, ship width and ship type information respectively.

The subsequent step involves trajectory segmentation, designed to distinguish between different voyages. According to Zhang et al. (2022a), the criteria for segmentation is that the time interval between adjacent trajectory points exceeds 900 s. Consequently, the first point after each segmentation threshold marks the origin, and the last point indicates the destination. This process allows ship trajectories to accurately represent the real operational conditions.

Due to potential issues such as equipment failures, signal delays, and obstacle interference during the collection and transmission of AIS data, there may be anomalies in AIS data such as missing, drifting, and errors (Wang et al., 2022). Therefore, in the study of ship transportation using AIS, it is necessary to clean AIS data. Mainly, the paper considers the filtering of abnormal speed and position data. In addition, the cleaning of MMSI and static data mistakes are also conducted. The last task is interpolation, which is to fill the missing data that are generated by cleaning task and data collection. The linear interpolation is applied for interpolation, while cubic spline interpolation is discarded because of its overfitting. The time interval set is as the mode of time interval in each trajectory. The flowchart of AIS data processing is depicted in Fig. 3.

3.2. Data mining for various traffic groups

3.2.1. Traffic patterns in inland waterways

The inland waterway consists of enclosed geographic boundaries, channels and wharves and anchorages within the water. Ships enter the waterway through the channel entrance at a certain velocity and depart from the waterway through the channel exit. Ships may berth in this area, which is determined by the existence of wharves and anchorages in the waterway and the berthing requirements of the ship. As a result, the velocity of ships with berthing behavior will first decrease and then gradually increase, and the concentration of ships in the stop area will increase. Fig. 4 illustrates the velocity and location changes of ships. Trajectory 1 shows that the ship sails normally and the velocity does not fluctuate greatly. Trajectory 2 shows that the ship stopped at a wharf or anchorage, and the velocity first decreased and then increased.

For traffic pattern analysis in inland waterways, the paper classifies ship trajectories that follow identical routes from the same origin to the same destination as one traffic pattern. As previously noted, inland ships typically navigate along the channel’s direction, making it crucial to accurately determine the origin and destination areas. These areas are identified by setting judgment areas at the waterway boundaries, based on prior knowledge. Judgment areas serve as potential origins and destinations within the area of concern. The paper then align these judgment areas with the start and end points of ship trajectories. A trajectory is assigned to a traffic group if its start and end points correspond to a specific pair of judgment areas.

The area judgment process, detailed as Algorithm I, involves two key components within the departure and arrival zones: (1) the intersection between the channel and the waterway, which acts as the entrance and exit, and (2) the wharves or anchorages, if present. While the intersections always exist, wharves or anchorages might not and are considered as OD (Origin-Destination) child nodes within the area. Trajectories that pass through these child nodes are identified as new traffic patterns, yet they still intersect with the main entrances and exits. The pattern extraction process, therefore, begins with determining the entrances and exits, followed by stop detection on the identified patterns, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

**Algorithm 1. Area Judgment**

| Input: Coordinates of area, ship trajectory |
| Output: Trajectory cross results |
| \( P_0 \): The first point of trajectory, that is origin; \( P_s \): The last point of trajectory, which is the destination |
| 1: Begin |
| 2: If min(area A.longitude) * P_s.longitude < max(area A.longitude) |
| 3: and min(area A.latitude) * P_s.latitude < max(area A.latitude) |
| 4: \( P_1 \) in area A = True |
| 5: End if |
| 6: If min(area B.longitude) * P_s.longitude < max(area B.longitude) |
| 7: and min(area B.latitude) * P_s.latitude < max(area B.latitude) |
| 8: \( P_s \) in area B = True |

(continued on next page)
9: End if
10: If $P_1$ in area $A$ = = True, $P_6$ in area $B$ = = True, then
11: trajectory cross area $A$, area $B$

3.2.2. Detection of stop behavior

To explore the stop behavior and potential stop areas in the waterway, stop detection is necessary (Guo et al., 2020), and its schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 7. First, the sliding window is applied to extract the speed sequence, then low-speed sailing trajectory without stopping is removed, and finally the sequence of acceleration and deceleration segments are removed.

3.2.2.1. Sliding window to extract the speed sequence. The sliding window algorithm is applied to initially extract the stop trajectory sequence by velocity. $N$ is the window length threshold of the sliding window. If ship trajectory repeatedly shows more than certain number of points $N$ with a velocity of less than $m$ knots, it is considered that the ship has stop behavior in the area. Generally, $N$ can be taken as 40, and $m$ is 2. The schematic diagram of the sliding window is shown in Fig. 8. Using sliding window, a series of stop trajectory segments of the ship are obtained. However, these trajectory segments may include the case where the ship is moving at low velocity without stopping, for which the paper can restrict it based on the farthest opposite point distance of the trajectory segment.

3.2.2.2. True stop sequence extraction. Before berthing or anchoring, ships navigate at low speed and decelerates for a short distance, then gradually increase speed and depart from the stop area after completing the berthing operation. During this period, the distance between adjacent trajectory points of the ship will first decrease and then increase. To obtain the trajectory of the stop part, the trajectory points of the acceleration and deceleration segments (before and after the stop) need to be eliminated. Fig. 9(a) shows the plane coordinate curve of the cumulative value of the distance between adjacent trajectory points of the ship varying with time. When the cumulative distance changes with time, the growth rate will first magnify, then reduce, and then magnify again. A piecewise linear function is proposed to fit the plane coordinate curve to calculate the function breakpoint position. After getting breakpoint positions, the paper can retain the segment with the smallest derivative as the ship’s mooring or anchoring, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

The general equation system of piecewise linear function is as Eq. (2).

$$y(x) = \begin{cases} \eta_1 + \mu_1 (x - b_1) & b_1 < x \leq b_2 \\ \eta_2 + \mu_2 (x - b_2) & b_2 < x \leq b_3 \\ \vdots & \vdots \\ \eta_n + \mu_n (x - b_n) & b_n < x \leq b_{n+1} \end{cases}$$  

Fig. 5. The flow chart of traffic pattern division.
where \( n \) is the number of segments, and \( b_1 \ldots b_{n-1} \) is the abscissa of the break points.

Generally, the paper can divide the accumulative plane curve into three sections, and there are four breakpoints, that is, \( n \) is 3. Eq. (3) can be represented by Eq. (2).

\[
 y(x) = \begin{cases} 
 \beta_1 + \beta_2(x - b_1) & b_1 < x \leq b_2 \\
 \beta_1 + \beta_2(x - b_1) + \beta_3(x - b_2) & b_2 < x \leq b_3 \\
 \beta_1 + \beta_2(x - b_1) + \beta_3(x - b_2) + \beta_4(x - b_3) & b_3 < x \leq b_4 
\end{cases}
\]

(3)

In matrix form, it can be expressed as Eq. (4).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & x_1 - b_1 & (x_1 - b_1)D_{x_1 > b_1} & (x_1 - b_1)D_{x_1 > b_1} & \vdots & (x_m - b_1)D_{x_m > b_1} & (x_m - b_1)D_{x_m > b_1} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
1 & x_2 - b_1 & (x_2 - b_1)D_{x_2 > b_1} & (x_2 - b_1)D_{x_2 > b_1} & \vdots & (x_m - b_2)D_{x_m > b_1} & (x_m - b_2)D_{x_m > b_1} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
1 & x_m - b_1 & (x_m - b_1)D_{x_m > b_1} & (x_m - b_1)D_{x_m > b_1} & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\beta_1 \\
\beta_2 \\
\beta_3 \\
\beta_4 \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
 y_1 \\
y_2 \\
y_3 \\
\vdots \\
 y_m \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(4)

where \( m \) is the number of sample points, and \( \beta \) is an unknown parameter. \( D_{x_j > b_k} \) is a dummy variable, as shown in Eq. (5).

\[
D_{x_j > b_k} = \begin{cases} 
 1 & x_j \geq b_k \\
 0 & x_j < b_k 
\end{cases} \quad 0 \leq j < m, \ 2 \leq k \leq 3
\]

(5)

The purpose of piecewise fitting is to know the position of the breakpoint, then the problem is transformed into how to obtain the piecewise fitting situation when the breakpoint position is unknown. For any given breakpoint position \( b \), a least squares fitting can be performed to solve for the \( \beta \) parameters that minimize the sum of squared errors of
residuals. The sum of squared residuals can be expressed as a function of the breakpoint position $SSR(b)$. Knowing $n$ is 3, the first breakpoint is $b_1 = x_1$ (the smallest $x$), the last breakpoint is $b_4 = x_m$ (the largest $x$), then there are 2 unknown breakpoints. The formulation of the optimization problem is to find the breakpoint position so that the overall residual sum of squares is minimized. The optimization problem is summarized as shown in Eq. (6).

$$\min SSR(b), \quad b = [b_2, b_3]^T$$

$$s.t. \quad x_1 \leq b_k \leq x_m, \quad k = 1, 2, 3, 4$$

(6)

When the number of segments is known, differential evolution algorithm (DE) and global optimization is utilized to find the breakpoint location that minimizes the sum of square errors. Differential evolution is an optimization algorithm based on swarm intelligence theory, which is an intelligent optimization search algorithm generated by cooperation and competition among individuals within a population. The principle of differential evolution algorithm is as Algorithm II.

**Algorithm 2. DE**

**Input:** Population: $N_p$; Dimension: $D$; Max generation times: $G_{\text{max}}$; Mutation factor $F$; Crossover rate: CR

**Output:** Optimal vector

1: Begin
2: generate initial population/*initialization*/
3: while $G < G_{\text{max}}$ do
4: for $i = 1$ to $N_p$ do
5: Randomly select three indexes $r_1$, $r_2$, $r_3$ and $r_1 \neq r_2 \neq r_3 \neq i$
6: $v^i_j = x^i_j + F(x^i_{r_1} - x^i_{r_2})$/*mutation*/
7: $j_{\text{rand}} = \text{randint}(1, D)$/*crossover*/
8: for $j = 1$ to $D$ do
9: if $\text{rand}[0, 1] \leq CR$ or $j = j_{\text{rand}}$
10: $u^i_j = v^i_j$
11: else
12: $u^i_j = x^i_j$
13: end if
14: end for
15: if $f(u^i_j) \leq f(x^i_j)$/*selection*/
16: $x^{i+1}_j = u^i_j$
17: else
18: $x^{i+1}_j = x^i_j$
19: end if
20: end for
21: $G = G + 1$
22: end while
23: END

(continued on next column)
3.3. Traffic pattern prediction based on decision tree

3.3.1. Introduction of decision tree model

Currently, many artificial intelligence algorithms possess an issue of being uninterpretable, leading humans knowing little about their decision-making processes and reasons. Such opaque AI systems fail to gain the understanding and trust of users, hindering deep integration of AI across various fields. Explainable machine learning refers to machine learning methods that present the model’s decision-making process and outcomes in a form comprehensible to humans. The primary aspects of explainability include model transparency, the importance assessment of features, and the interpretability of results. Based on this, this study proposes a traffic pattern prediction model based on decision tree, which is highly explainable and easy to understand.

Decision tree is a supervised learning classification algorithm that is widely used in machine learning (Abreu et al., 2023; Yan et al., 2020b). It builds a tree-like structure of classification rules by inductive reasoning. Each path from the root node to the leaf node of the decision tree forms a rule. The features of the internal nodes on the path correspond to the conditions of the rule, and the classes of the leaf nodes correspond to the conclusions of the rule. The decision tree model divides the feature space into a limited number of disjoint sub-regions through a set of such a series of decision rules. For samples falling in the same sub-region, the decision tree model gives the same prediction value. Compared with other supervised learning classifiers, such as neural networks, decision trees have the advantages of fast classification speed, high efficiency, and no need for standardization of input data. At the same time, decision trees are easy to understand and explain, suitable for visualization, and can be converted into If-Then rules. The phenomena observed in the model can be easily explained by logical analysis.

The interpretability advantages of decision trees are:

1. The rules are clear. The decision tree makes decisions from top to bottom through a series of judgment rules. These rules form an easy-to-understand tree structure. Each decision node divides the data into two parts based on a threshold of the feature. The threshold of the feature can be ship speed, course etc.
2. Intuitive expression. Tree structures can be drawn intuitively, and decisions at each node can be clearly expressed as “If-Then” rules. An intuitive visual tree structure can display the decision-making process of each rule, that is, the precise reason for improving a single prediction.
3. Feature importance. When training a decision tree, you can calculate how important each feature is to the model’s decision. Based on this, the feature weight ranking in the prediction task can be obtained, and then which ship traffic characteristics are more important for traffic mode prediction decisions can be obtained, which can provide reference for maritime traffic control.

The process of generating a decision tree is to determine what attribute should be selected for each layer (node) on the tree for judgment, that is, how to select the optimal partition attribute (of each node). As the division process continues, the samples contained in the branch nodes of the decision tree are expected to belong to the same category as much as possible, that is, the “purity” of the nodes is getting higher. Generally, entropy and gini index are used to measure purity. The usage of entropy mainly includes information gain and information gain ratio, and the gini index mainly corresponds to gini impurity gain (Zhang et al., 2024).

Relevant definitions and descriptions are as follows:

- **Entropy.** Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty of a discrete random variable. When the random variable has only one value, the entropy is 0. When the random variable has more possibilities, the probability distribution among the possibilities is more average, and the entropy is greater. Note that, entropy can only measure the uncertainty of discrete random variables. X is a discrete random variable that takes on a finite number of values. Its probability distribution formula is shown as Eq. (7).

\[
P(X = x_i) = p_i, \; i = 1, \ldots, n
\]  

(7)

Entropy of X is calculated as Eq. (8). In the application of the decision tree, the paper actually use the empirical entropy to measure the “purity” of the label value distribution, that is, use the frequency distribution instead of the probability distribution for calculation, as Eq. (9).

\[
H(X) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \cdot \log_2 p_i
\]  

(8)

\[
H(X) = -\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i \cdot \log_2 \left( \frac{m_i}{M} \right)
\]  

(9)

- **Information gain.** Y is a discrete random variable that takes on a finite number of values. Similar to X, the probability distribution of Y is presented as Eq. (10).

\[
P(Y = y_j) = p_j, \; j = 1, \ldots, m
\]  

(10)

The information gain of a random variable X with respect to a random variable Y is defined as the difference between the entropy of Y and the conditional entropy of Y to X. Conditional entropy refers to a measure of the uncertainty of a random event Y given the value of a random variable X, as Eq. (11). In the application of the decision tree, the meaning of conditional entropy is clearer, that is, the sample space is divided into multiple leaf nodes according to the value of the discrete feature X, and the weighted average of the entropy impurity of the sample label Y value on each leaf node.

\[
H(Y|X) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} p(x_i) \sum_{j=1}^{m} p(y_j|x_i) \cdot \log \left( \frac{p(y_j|x_i)}{p(y_j)} \right)
\]  

(11)

Therefore, the information gain calculation formula is as Eq. (12).

\[
InfoGain(Y, X) = H(Y) - H(Y|X)
\]  

(12)

- **Information gain ratio.** The information gain ratio of X to Y is the ratio of the information gain of X to Y to the entropy of X, as Eq. (13).

\[
InfoGainRatio(Y, X) = \frac{H(Y) - H(Y|X)}{H(X)}
\]  

(13)

- **Gini index.** Gini index have similar effects with entropy, and can measure the uncertainty or “impurity” of a random variable’s value. When the random variable has only one possible value, the gini impurity is 0. When the number of possible values of the random variable is larger, the value probability distribution is more average, and the gini impurity is greater. Given a data set D, K is the number of categories in D, p_k is the probability of category k in D, Gini impurity is calculated as Eq. (14).

\[
Gini(D) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} p_k \cdot (1 - p_k)
\]  

(14)

Gini impurity gain is the change in gini impurity after splitting the data set. Gini impurity gain is calculated as Eq. (15).

\[
GiniGain(D, A) = Gini(D) - \sum_{v=1}^{u} \frac{|D_v|}{|D|} \cdot Gini(D_v)
\]  

(15)
where $A$ is the attribute feature used for segmentation, and $u$ is the number of different subsets under attribute $A$. $D_v$ is the sub-dataset under attribute $A$ after segmentation. $|D_v|$ is the size of the sub-data set $D_v$, $|D|$ is the size of the total set $D$.

Three decision tree algorithms are widely used: ID3, C4.5 and CART (Classification and Regression Tree) (Breiman, 2017). Among them, ID3 uses information gain as a division standard and cannot handle continuous values; C4.5 uses information gain ratio as a division standard and can handle continuous values; CART uses gini index as a division standard and can handle continuous values. CART can be used for both classification and regression, while the former two can only be used for classification. When C4.5 and CART classification trees deal with continuous values, they both discretize continuous values. CART is the most versatile due to their ability to handle continuous values and be used for regression forecasting. See Table 1 for details and their comparisons about several typical algorithms of decision trees.

3.3.2. Traffic pattern prediction based on decision tree

Ship behavior is influenced by multiple factors including the navigation purpose, maritime traffic conditions, and the ship’s captain. To address the uncertainties associated with ship behavior, particularly the uncertainties of the ship’s sailing destination and temporary stopping areas, predictive techniques are employed, as depicted in Fig. 10. While the departure area of a ship entering a zone of interest is known, the destination might not be immediately clear to the shore-based command center.

Data mining techniques such as clustering analysis of historical trajectory data are used to discern intended destinations and specific navigation routes. However, these methods can be limited by temporal delays. By learning from the characteristic features of historical trajectories and aligning them with the current target ship’s information, this approach mitigates the uncertainty surrounding the ship’s navigational intent. This process is conducted before the actual maneuvering of the ship, providing maritime supervisors with a buffer to strategically dispatch and command, while also ensuring that the crew receives timely feedback from shore-based controls.

Fig. 10 illustrates that the target ship could be headed towards various destinations, with stop behavior also being uncertain. To effectively manage these uncertainties, a traffic pattern prediction model based on a decision tree is proposed.

The paper maps individual ship behaviors onto regional traffic patterns and uses predictions of the traffic patterns to which a ship’s trajectory belongs to infer potential future ship dynamics. The traffic pattern prediction model, based on a decision tree, operates through the following mechanism: it extracts traffic patterns from historical trajectories, labels them according to the extracted traffic patterns, constructs a feature dataset, and trains a decision tree classification model. This model is then applied to new trajectories in the water, classifying each new trajectory into a specific category, as shown in Fig. 11. Since the target variable is a discrete label, the research aims to develop a multi-class decision tree model.

This paper uses the decision tree method in the python scikit-learn package to build a traffic pattern classification prediction model, which requires training samples for model construction and evaluation. Scikit-learn uses the optimized CART algorithm to build a decision tree.

Our idea is to analyze regional ship traffic flow to find traffic characteristics that are significantly different in various traffic patterns. The characteristics considered include not only the dynamic traffic characteristis of the ship trajectory (speed, course distribution, etc.), but also the static characteristics of the ship trajectory (such as the origin area and the previous stop detection results). The characteristic form should be specifically related to the area of concern, so the detailed characteristic form is not given here, but is referred to as Feature 1, Feature 2… Feature $n$. Specific feature names and explanations can be seen in the case study. For ship trajectory segments, an array is constructed as shown in Eq. (16).

$$\{\text{Feature 1, Feature 2, Feature 3, Feature 4, \ldots, Feature n, R}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where Feature 1, Feature 2… Feature $n$ are the features chosen for decision tree classifier. $R$ is a label vector, indicating the trajectory segment categories. In actual feature selection, the research should focus on features that are significantly different between different label categories in the data set. Table 2 is the normalized sample data format. As indicated in the table, the dataset encompasses $n$ feature parameters and a label vector $R$. The $n$ feature parameters serve as independent variables, whereas the label vector $R$ is the dependent variable. Within the training set, the decision tree autonomously identifies the relationship between the feature parameters and labels, essentially learning the correlation between static and dynamic parameters of ship navigation and traffic pattern categories. In the test set, by inputting a target ship’s feature parameters into the trained model, a predictive label can be obtained. This predicted label is then contrasted with the actual label to evaluate the model’s effectiveness.

3.3.3. Metrics for model validation

To demonstrate model performance on the test set, four typical classifier performance metrics are used: accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. Accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct predictions divided by the total number of predictions. Precision represents the ratio of the number of correct class predictions to the number of class predictions. Recall indicates the number of correctly predicted classes divided by the amount of data. The metric f1 score can be defined as the adjusted accuracy based on the precision and recall metrics, which is the harmonic mean of the two. In general, the calculation formulas of the four metrics are shown in Table 3.

The main parameters for calculating the metrics are described as follow:

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Model use</th>
<th>Tree structure</th>
<th>Classification criteria</th>
<th>Continuous value handling</th>
<th>Missing value handling</th>
<th>Pruning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID3</td>
<td>classification</td>
<td>Multi-fork tree</td>
<td>Information gain</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4.5</td>
<td>classification</td>
<td>Multi-fork tree</td>
<td>Information gain ratio</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CART</td>
<td>classification</td>
<td>binary tree</td>
<td>Gini(\text{MSE}(\text{mean square error}))</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
True Positive (TP): The true label is positive, and the predicted label is positive.
True Negative (TN): The true label is negative, and the predicted label is negative.
False Positive (FP): The true label is negative, and the predicted label is positive.
False Negative (FN): The true label is positive, and the predicted label is negative.

Since traffic pattern classification is a multi-classification problem, the performance of the overall evaluation classification needs to be considered from the classification of all categories, so the macro-average and micro-average need to be considered when calculating the last three metrics. If the distribution of the data set is unbalanced and the category of small samples is concerned, macro-average can be used; if the category of large samples is concerned, micro-average can be used. Table 4 illustrates the equation for each of the indicators.

Additional confusion matrix is also a widely used metrics which indicates the result of the classifier in the classification algorithm. Quantity of correctly classified items are on the main diagonal, while values outside of this represents wrong ratings. An example of a confusion matrix for a three-traffic-pattern classification is shown in Fig. 12. From the figure, it is evident that out of the total of 143 data in the test set, 120 have been correctly categorized, appearing on the diagonal, with a few data points misclassified. It is possible to calculate metrics for each pattern separately, which can then be used to evaluate the classification performance of this multi-class model example.

### 4. Case study

In this section, the method outlined in Section 3 is applied to an AIS dataset from Wuhan. The processed trajectories are visualized and discussed in Section 4.1. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 explore the traffic patterns in the study waters and analyze the spatial distribution of traffic flow.
parameters, respectively. Finally, in Section 4.4, a ship pattern prediction model based on a decision classification tree is developed.

4.1. Data visualization

The areas of concern are from 30.511° N to 30.611° N, 114.22° E to 114.34° E, which includes part of the waters of the Hanjiang River. Time span from June to July in 2021. After data preprocessing, a total of 4297 high-quality ship trajectory data were performed, as shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13 reveals that the ship tracks in the main channel of the Yangtze River are significantly wider than those in the Hanjiang River, indicating a clear navigational advantage of the main channel of the Yangtze River over the Hanjiang River. As ships transition from the Yangtze into the Hanjiang River, they encounter constricted navigational waters. In this confluence area, ship maneuverability is somewhat limited, resulting in increased navigation risks. Moreover, near 114° 18′ E, 30° 34′ N, the presence of serrated, irregular protrusions in the ship tracks suggests that the maritime status of these ships might differ from others, possibly indicating stopping behavior.

4.2. Traffic pattern division

The study area is typical convergent area of inland rivers. Judgment areas are in the Hanjiang River, the upper reaches of the Yangtze River, and the lower reaches of the Yangtze River. The judgment area in the Hanjiang River is from 30.215° E to 114.260° E, 30.55° N to 30.60° N, and from 114.227° E to 114.308° E, 30.496° N to 30.54° N in upper reaches of the Yangtze River, and 114.282° E to 114.350° E, 30.582° N to 30.620° N in lower reaches of the Yangtze River, as shown in Fig. 14.

The research classified the trajectories of ships crossing the judgment area, and obtained three types of ship trajectories, which navigate between the upper reaches and the lower reaches of the Yangtze River, the upper reaches of the Yangtze River and the Hanjiang River, and the lower reaches of the Yangtze River and the Hanjiang River. The number and proportion of trajectories of each traffic flow are shown in Table 5. The table indicates that the number of ship trajectories between the upper and lower reaches of the Yangtze River is the highest by a significant margin, far exceeding the number of trajectories between the upper Yangtze River and the Hanjiang River, as well as those between the lower Yangtze River and the Hanjiang River. There is also a notable difference between the latter two categories.

In the further division of the three types of trajectories, the paper subdivided them according to the order of crossing areas and whether there is a stop behavior. In theory, 12 types of trajectory clusters will be obtained. In order to avoid repeating the directions of different trajectory clusters, the label of the 12 types of trajectory clusters is explained, see Table 6.

As the traffic groups division result, total of 8 subsets were obtained, as shown in Table 7. In other words, in the area of concern from June to July in 2021, there are only 8 types of maritime traffic patterns, instead of the theoretical 12 types. Ship trajectories with stop behavior only appear in ship navigating between the upper and lower reaches of the Yangtze River. The statistics of the number and time of ship stops are shown in Fig. 15. The figure indicates that ships typically make a single stop, with one ship having made two stops. The duration of each stop is generally less than 5,000 s, with only a few ships having a layover time between 25,000 and 50,000 s. There is even one ship that has remained stationary for over 100,000 s. The stop duration shows that most ships only make temporary stops rather than loading and unloading cargo.

The visualization of trajectories in each subset are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Among the ship trajectories with stop behavior, the ship trajectories sailing at low speed instead of stopping are removed according to the length constraint of the stopping trajectories, and they are divided into non-stopping subsets. According to the statistical analysis of the length of the stopping trajectories, the threshold is 800 m, as shown in Fig. 18.

In addition, the number of trajectories in the waterway and the stop in July 2015 are compared. There are more ship stops in 2015 than in 2021 (up to 4 in 2015 and up to 2 in 2021). The statistics of the number of stops and the stop time are shown in Fig. 21.

The number and flow of traffic streams in 2015 are shown in Table 9. In 2015, the same stop areas for each pair of traffic flows are marked with red circles, green circles, and blue circles, as shown in Fig. 22. Compared with 2021, the distribution of stop areas in 2015 is wider and the number of areas is also larger. The paper speculates that in 2021, compared with 2015, a certain number of wharves were dismantled in the waters, so there will be fewer gathering areas. It is worth noting that there are trajectory points in cluster 12 that are not on the normal route. After restoring the ship’s trajectory, it was found that the ship departed from the Hanjiang River and headed towards the upper reaches of the Yangtze River, stopping in the red rectangular marked area, and then heading towards the lower reaches of the Yangtze River, as shown in Fig. 22 (f).

4.3. Parameter analysis

Due to the limited number of ship trajectories traveling between the upper reaches of the Yangtze River and the Hanjiang River, the main analysis focuses on cluster 1, cluster 2, cluster 5, and cluster 6 of ship trajectories in 2021. First, the statistics of their average velocity distribution are performed, as shown in Fig. 23. There is a significant difference in the numerical size between cluster 1 and cluster 2. In other words, the average speed holds difference between these two types of trajectories, but it is not obvious between cluster 5 and cluster 6. Cluster 5 and cluster 6 have more significant differences in spatial distribution. Then, after gridding the research area with a 500 × 500 grid, statistics are conducted on the trajectory density, average course, course standard deviation, average speed, maximum speed, and minimum speed within the grid.

(1) Visualization of the parameters of cluster 1

![Fig. 13. Trajectories from June to July in 2021.](image-url)
The trajectory density map of cluster 1 shows that the density will be higher near the bridge area, which is consistent with our experience and knowledge base, because the width of the ship traffic flow in the bridge area is limited and it will show aggregation. The spatial distribution of course and speed of cluster 1 is relatively uniform. The course is at a small angle (30–50°), the average speed is about 8–10 knots, and the maximum speed is about 14 knots. As shown in Fig. 24.

(2) Visualization of the parameters of cluster 2

The trajectory density map of cluster 2 still shows that the density will be higher near the bridge area, showing aggregation, and even void areas. The spatial distribution of course and speed of cluster 2 is not uniform enough, and the course is at a large angle (210–260°). When the traffic flow passes through the first bridge area (the top bridge), the track band becomes wider, and the ships turn a lot here, temporarily lifting the restrictions on the bridge area. The average speed is around 6–8 knots, and the maximum speed is around 10 knots. The high-speed area is mainly distributed on the right side, suggesting that there may be a distinction between high-speed and low-speed routes. As shown in Fig. 25.

(3) Visualization of the parameters of cluster 5

There is a lot of turning behavior in cluster 5. After entering different waters, the course changes from 220-240° to 260–280°. The speed distribution shows that after entering different waters, the overall speed will increase. This is because the water flow of the Yangtze River has a greater restriction on the speed of the upward ship, while the speed restriction of the Hanjiang River is smaller. As shown in Fig. 26.

(4) Visualization of the parameters of cluster 6

There is also a lot of turning behavior in cluster 6. After entering different waters, the course changes from 100-120° to 30–50°. The speed distribution shows that when entering different waters, the speed will first decrease and then increase. This is because ships from the Hanjiang River to the Yangtze River have deceleration and collision avoidance behaviors when passing through the convergent area. After leaving the intersection area, the restriction is lifted and the speed increases. As shown in Fig. 27.

Figs. 24–27 illustrate that the spatial distribution of the speed and course of cluster 1, cluster 2, cluster 5, and cluster 6 show obvious differences. More details in Table 10. Therefore, when constructing the data set of decision tree, speed and course indicators (mean, range, standard deviation, median) were considered.

### 4.4 Traffic pattern prediction

When building a trajectory classification model based on decision
trees, a ship trajectory classification dataset is constructed by manual annotation according to the extracted traffic patterns. The historical trajectory set from June to July 2021 in the area of concern only has 8 categories (There are few or even 0 trajectories in stops). In order to obtain the trajectories with stops between the Yangtze River and the Hanjiang River, the trajectory data in 2015 and other periods in 2021 were extracted by traffic groups to expand the data set of the decision tree classifier to 12 categories. Ultimately 1267 trajectories were extracted from historical trajectories and the data distribution is shown in Table 11. After normalizing the sample data, it was divided into training set and test set according to the ratio of 80% and 20%.

In the previous parameter analysis, different traffic groups showed huge differences in ship course and speed, so ships’ course and speed are considered in the dataset features. In addition to these dynamic features, static features of the ship trajectory are also taken into account, that is trajectory departure area and whether to stop during voyages. So, the dataset format is depicted as Table 12.

where Origin is the origin of trajectories, labeled by 1,2,3 ... etc. $C_{\text{Mean}}$, $C_{\text{Median}}$, $C_{\text{Range}}$, $C_{\text{Std}}$ are the mean, median, range, standard deviation of course respectively, and $S_{\text{Mean}}$, $S_{\text{Median}}$, $S_{\text{Range}}$, $S_{\text{Std}}$ are
the mean, median, range, standard deviation of speed respectively. \textit{Stop} is the result of stop detection, as \{0:1\}, where 0 represents that the ship stopped, and 1 is the opposite. The value of feature \textit{Origin} is \{1, 2, 3\}, where 1 represents the departure area is the upper reaches of the Yangtze River, 2 represents the departure area is the lower reaches of the Yangtze River, and 3 represents the departure area is the Hanjiang River.

Since the distribution of the data set is not uniform enough, when generating a decision tree, it is necessary to balance the data set and calculate the weight. When pruning the decision tree, the grid search is used first to determine the parameters for the high accuracy. The search parameters are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster label</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>proportion (%)</th>
<th>Cluster label</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>proportion (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>2233</td>
<td>51.97</td>
<td>Cluster 7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>43.54</td>
<td>Cluster 8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>Cluster 9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>Cluster 10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>Cluster 11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 6</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>Cluster 12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4297</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the distribution of the data set is not uniform enough, when generating a decision tree, it is necessary to balance the data set and calculate the weight. When pruning the decision tree, the grid search is used first to determine the parameters for the high accuracy. The search parameters are as follows:
after generating a complete decision tree. If replacing the subtree containing the parameter setting the parameter to prune. Scikit-learn achieves pruning effect by directly constructing a loss function that takes into account both the impurity and the complexity of the tree, and then use this loss function to guide the construction of the loss function. Cost complexity pruning is performed for post-pruning. Then the cost complexity pruning is performed for post-pruning. The final decision tree model is shown in Fig. 29.

Table 9
Statistics of trajectories for each subset in 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>proportion (%)</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>number</th>
<th>proportion (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>49.21</td>
<td>Cluster 7</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 2</td>
<td>1164</td>
<td>33.94</td>
<td>Cluster 8</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 3</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>Cluster 9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 4</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>Cluster 10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>Cluster 11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster 6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>Cluster 12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3430</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Criterion.** Split criteria. The criterion determines the method used to measure the split quality of the tree. When the criterion value is “gini”, the Gini impurity is used to construct the decision tree; when the criterion value is “entropy”, the information gain is used instead.
- **Max_depth.** Maximum tree depth. max_depth determines the maximum depth of the tree. When the maximum depth is reached, no further branches can be made.
- **Min_samples_leaf.** The minimum number of samples required at a leaf node. The continuation branch is only considered if a split point of any depth leaves at least min_samples_leaf training samples on each branch.
- **Min_samples_split.** The minimum number of samples required to split an internal node. A node can branch further only if it contains no less than min_samples_split.

The grid search range and final value are shown in Table 13. Then the cost complexity pruning is performed for post-pruning. Post-pruning is to examine the non-leaf nodes from bottom to top after generating a complete decision tree. If replacing the subtree corresponding to the node with a leaf node contributes the improvement of the generalization performance of the decision tree, then replace the subtree with a leaf node. The main idea of cost complexity pruning is to construct a loss function that takes into account both the impurity and the complexity of the tree, and then use this loss function to guide the decision tree to prune. Scikit-learn achieves pruning effect by directly setting the parameter ccp_alpha and calculating the cost complexity path. It cannot directly specify nodes, but to retrain the model to get the pruning model. Therefore, a distribution of model accuracy with different ccp_alpha changes was calculated as shown in Fig. 28. As the value of ccp_alpha increases, both the test set and the training set exhibit a stepped decline in accuracy. This indicates that with the intensification of post-pruning, the structure of the decision tree becomes simplified, leading to a deterioration in model performance. Consequently, there is a necessity to strike a balance between ensuring high model performance and avoiding overfitting. When ccp_alpha is 0.01, the post-pruning effect is better, and it retains a high accuracy while the complexity of the tree is not high. The final decision tree model is shown in Fig. 29.

The importance of features can be calculated based on the reduction in impurity at the node splits of the decision tree. The order of importance of the ten feature variables is in Fig. 30. From the importance of features and their ranking, the feature Origin is the most important, followed by Stop, then Cogmean, and then Cogmedian, Cogmean, and Cogmedian. The feature importance of Cogrange, Cogstd, and Cogrange, and Cogmedian is 0, indicating that these four items have no effect on the classifier. Feature importance reveals which features are more important to the classifier. This is also instructive for maritime practice and situational analysis of ship trajectories.

Therefore, for ships entering Wuhan waters, it is more meaningful to pay attention to their origin area, stop behavior, and the standard deviation and median of their course. Speed has limited effect on distinguishing patterns, although it shows differences in different trajectory clusters, but compared with the previous features, it is not obvious enough.

The confusion matrix of the traffic prediction decision tree model is shown in Fig. 31. To evaluate the performance of the decision tree model, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 scores were calculated. They are 0.967, 0.809, 0.824, 0.815 respectively. From the classification results of the decision tree, it can be seen that only 11 of the expected 12 categories of results appeared, and category 9 was not included in the classification results. The confusion matrix shows that two trajectories that should have been assigned to category 9 were misallocated to category 7; three trajectories that should have been assigned to category 11 were misallocated to category 8; and one trajectory that should have been assigned to category 8 was assigned to category 11. The visual representation of the decision tree furnishes 12 decision rules, encompassing 11 categorization outcomes. Each rule corresponds to a discrete decision path, with explicit rationale for each decision made. The visualization of the CART tree and the feature importance scores provided reflect interpretability in the context of traffic pattern classification.

The decision tree feature set had continuous variables such as speed and course normalized using min-max scaling. To clearly investigate the impact of real values in the model, the research has retrained using the data that was not normalized. The outcome revealed that models using non-normalized data yielded grid search parameterization results identical to those harnessing normalized data, with no changes in the model’s tree structure or its division paths. Nonetheless, when it came to model fits involving speed and course, the threshold values altered. These thresholds have been transformed into intuitive actual values, more effectively reflecting the influence of real maritime traffic characteristics on traffic model predictions in maritime practices. The model trained on unstandardized data is shown in Fig. 32.

By comparing Figs. 29 and 32, the research found that whether the data is standardized or not does not affect the rule decision-making and classification results of the decision tree. On the contrary, the model obtained by training without standardized data can directly display real values such as speed and course. This also illustrates an advantage of the
decision tree, that is, it does not require strict processing of data and is easy to visualize.

The practical application of this trained algorithm could assist VTS operators in decision-making by predicting the future navigational intentions of ships. Although the real-time nature is somewhat diminished for the complete trajectories used in training, the model can still classify and predict based on the AIS data obtained. Integrating the model into maritime systems provides authorities with essential information on ship routes and stopping behavior. This information can be combined with other methods to further refine predictions of ship behavior at future time points, thereby supporting proactive maritime traffic management. The interpretability of this method is robust, as it facilitates the visualization of decision rules and the model, while also enabling the output of thresholds and importance for decision criteria. This means that managers can directly compare the actual navigational status of ships with the model’s outputs and then take further actions, such as controlling ships or assisting in optimizing routes or speed and course adjustments, to achieve coordinated control of regional fleets. The application of this method and its inherent features greatly enhance the potential for system use within the maritime industry.

This method is not intended to replace human intelligence but to serve as a powerful tool to aid in decision-making. It should be noted that to augment the capability for real-time prediction, supplementary experiments were conducted in discussions to explore the predictive power for potential traffic patterns of target ships based solely on current, incomplete trajectory data. The supplementary experiment treated the initial portion of historical trajectories as known information, while the latter part was considered as not having occurred yet. Furthermore, understanding the demands for model reliability and stability in industrial engineering applications, the paper has also addressed improvements in these aspects in our discussions.

5. Discussion

The classification and prediction of complete trajectories is the identification of traffic patterns of ship trajectories when the ship navigation is completed. It has limited practical significance in real-time in maritime traffic management. In order to explore the influence of ships appearing in different periods in the waterway on the prediction of traffic pattern, the historical trajectories fragments of ships with different percentage time lengths are selected as training data, as shown in Fig. 33, see more in Appendix A. Finally, the corresponding decision tree prediction model is performed, and the parameters of each model are shown in Table 14. Appendix A shows the visualization of each model. The different evaluation indicators are shown in Table 15 and Fig. 34.

From the metrics with different percentage time lengths, it can be seen that as the time length increases, the accuracy, precision, recall,
and F1 score gradually increase. In maritime practice, as the ship sails in the waterway for a longer time, the prediction accuracy of the voyage intention is higher. Specifically, the accuracy rate gradually increased from 0.827 to 0.967, with the precision from 0.541 to 0.809, the recall from 0.597 to 0.824, and the F1 score from 0.554 to 0.815. When the trajectory length reaches 80% of the time percentage, a good prediction accuracy is achieved. Numerically speaking, the accuracy rate is higher than the precision, recall and F1 score, which shows that the imbalance
Fig. 25. Traffic parametric statistics of cluster 2.

(a) trajectory density of cluster 2  (b) mean of course of cluster 2  (c) std of course of cluster 2

(d) mean of speed of cluster 2  (e) max of speed of cluster 2  (f) min of speed of cluster 2

Fig. 26. Traffic parametric statistics of cluster 5.

(a) trajectory density of cluster 5  (b) mean of course of cluster 5  (c) std of course of cluster 5

(d) mean of speed of cluster 5  (e) max of speed of cluster 5  (f) min of speed of cluster 5
of the data set still affects the model results. In Wuhan waters, the number of ships with stopping behaviors or those traversing between the Hanjiang River, and the Yangtze River is relatively small. This demonstrates that the model has indeed achieved a satisfactory classification outcome for the more numerous traffic patterns of ships traveling between the upstream and downstream areas of the Yangtze River. However, ships exhibiting stopping behaviors, or navigating the confluence of the Hanjiang River and the Yangtze River are of particular concern for maritime monitoring. Therefore, in future work, operations such as oversampling on these data will be conducted.

It is important to note that while the research has studied the impact of different percentages of initial trajectory lengths on traffic pattern prediction, there is a significant caveat to consider. When truncating the dataset, the departure area feature of the ships remained unchanged, and dynamic traffic characteristics such as speed and course were recalculated based on the current data. However, the feature indicating whether a ship has stopped was also left unchanged. In fact, the paper retained the initial portion of the complete historical trajectory to simulate the new trajectory of the target ship before completing its navigation. Yet, the determination of whether a stop has occurred is made through a posteriori detection based on the complete trajectory. This creates a temporal inconsistency in the dataset. If a stop is detected

![Fig. 27. Traffic parametric statistics of cluster 6.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10</th>
<th>Comparison of speed and course distribution.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>Cluster 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>30°–50°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>8kn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11</th>
<th>Data distribution.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>cluster 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>0.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>cluster 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>cluster 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>cluster 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>cluster 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cluster</td>
<td>cluster 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 12
Dataset format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Cogmean</th>
<th>Cogmedian</th>
<th>Cogrange</th>
<th>Cogstd</th>
<th>Sogmean</th>
<th>Sogmedian</th>
<th>Sogrange</th>
<th>Sogstd</th>
<th>Stop</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traj1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traj2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traj3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 27. Traffic parametric statistics of cluster 6.
in the current trajectory and the trajectory is correctly classified into a stopping traffic pattern, it is consistent. However, for stopping behaviors that occur after the truncated time segment, the feature is marked as a

Fig. 28. The relationship between accuracy and ccp_alpha.

Fig. 29. Decision tree model for traffic pattern prediction.

Fig. 30. Feature importance weight ranking of decision tree model.
stop even though the stop has not yet occurred, meaning this feature should be considered indeterminate. In other words, directly truncating without detecting changes for different initial percentages of trajectory lengths presents a potential issue. Unless the model can precisely capture changes in speed and thus predict stopping behavior based solely on velocity, a more accurate model should be developed to predict stops.

Fig. 31. The confusion matrix of decision tree model.

Fig. 32. Decision tree model trained on unstandardized data.

Fig. 33. Trajectory segments with different percentage time lengths.
Table 14
Parameters for each decision tree model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>criterion</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>max_depth</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min_samples_leaf</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min_samples_split</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ccp_alphae</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15
Experiment results of evaluation metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>15%</th>
<th>20%</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 score</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 34. Results for different time lengths.

6. Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a data mining-then-predict method for maritime traffic management. The proposed method encompasses three primary facets: (1) Mining traffic patterns within the convergent waters of inland rivers. (2) Utilizing a decision tree-based classifier to predict traffic pattern, leveraging the existing traffic clusters. (3) Depicting the impacts of different time-length trajectories on the performance of the classifier. The method validated at the convergence of the Yangtze and Hanjiang Rivers effectively extracts maritime traffic patterns and predicts ship trajectories with high accuracy and precision, enhancing traffic management and congestion identification. Key findings and conclusions are as follows:

- The regional judgment technique for extracting traffic patterns in inland waterways holds substantial promise and utility.
- The identification of stop behaviors aids in delineating high-traffic zones, bearing significant implications for practical maritime supervision.
- The accuracy of the constructed decision tree classifier on complete trajectories attains a notable 96.7% while the precision is 80.9%. Among the indicative parameters, the ship’s origin area stands out as the most influential and contributes significantly.
- The extended experiment shows that as the time of the ship sailing in the waterway increases, the accuracy of the ship’s behavior prediction increases, from 82.7% of the 10% time-length to 96.7% of the 100% time-length and the precision is from 54.1% to 80.9%.

The limitations of the study are following: (1) Developing automatic methods to collect maritime traffic patterns while considering both dynamic and static characteristics of ship trajectories. (2) Employing stable ensemble learning techniques to enhance the usability and reliability of this study in maritime supervision. (3) Given the certain limitations in the real-time capabilities of AIS, considering integration with radar, video, and other data sources to form a high-quality, real-time, multi-source dataset.
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Appendix A. The comparison studies on traffic pattern prediction are based on the different preceding period of navigation

(a) DT prediction model for 10% preceding period

(b) DT prediction model for 15% preceding period

(c) DT prediction model for 20% preceding period

(continued on next page)
(d) DT prediction model for 30% preceding period

(e) DT prediction model for 50% preceding period

(f) DT prediction model for 80% preceding period
The relationship between accuracy and \textit{ccp} \textit{alpha} of 10\% preceding period

The relationship between accuracy and \textit{ccp} \textit{alpha} of 15\% preceding period

The relationship between accuracy and \textit{ccp} \textit{alpha} of 20\% preceding period

The relationship between accuracy and \textit{ccp} \textit{alpha} of 30\% preceding period

The relationship between accuracy and \textit{ccp} \textit{alpha} of 50\% preceding period

The relationship between accuracy and \textit{ccp} \textit{alpha} of 80\% preceding period
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